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Novel online survey tool generates data needed for integrated assessment of tilapia epidemiology and health economics

This study investigated key risk factors, farming practices and economic losses associated with tilapia mortality in Egypt using a
Egypt is the top aquaculture producer in Africa, accounting for two-thirds of the continent’s production and the third-largest tilapia producer globally after China and Indonesia. Since 2000, there has been a tremendous increase in fish production, which is mainly attributed to the shift from extensive and semi-intensive towards intensive aquaculture systems.

The Egyptian aquaculture sector plays a central role in the country’s economy, producing more than 1.8 million tons of fish, including tilapia, mullet and carp in 2017. Additionally, the aquaculture industry provides about 78 percent of the total national fish production, and more than 580,000 jobs for workers in this sector. With intensification and increase in aquaculture production, incidences of fish diseases have also increased.

Of all cultivated fish species in Egypt, Nile tilapia in particular is the cornerstone of fish farming. Recently, fish farms have experienced unusual tilapia mortality during the summer season. Epidemiological surveys done in 2015 indicated that 37 percent of fish farms in the three of the most important Egyptian aquaculture governorates – namely Kafr El Sheikh, Beheira and Sharqia – were affected with summer mortality syndrome with an average mortality rate of 9.2 percent and a potential economic impact of around (U.S.) $100 million. Although a multifactorial cause is suspected, the actual causes of mortality remain unclear.

Available studies are limited to disease diagnosis or factors strengthening fish immunity against specific pathogens. Until now, no study has been done on key risk factors and potential economic losses associated with the disease outbreaks.

Study setup

To investigate the unusual tilapia mortalities, a questionnaire-based survey was conducted in four of the main tilapia-farming governorates including Kafr El Sheikh, Beheira, Sharqia and Faiyum. Additionally, another governorate (Minya) with less farming activity and fewer mortality cases was included. The individual farm selection was based on ease of access and farmer willingness to take the interview and provide information on the questionnaire. In total, 113 individual fish farms were investigated.

The questionnaire was designed to cover a range of topics, including farming systems, water management practices, stocking data, feed and fertilizers used, farm biosecurity levels, mortality data and others. For detailed information on the study and questionnaire design, and data analyses, refer to the original publication.

Results and discussion

Our study was undertaken to determine key farming practices and identify risk factors contributing to tilapia mortality in Egypt. Results from our cross sectional survey of farms located in four top tilapia producing governorates and one with less farming activities indicated that water source and quality (irrigation and surface water without prior filtration or treatment) were the most prominent contributing factors to both occurrence and intensity of unusual mortality events. Other risk factors included co-cultivation or polyculture of tilapia with other fish species collected from the wild (e.g. mullet). We observed limited biosecurity measures across affected farms.

We found no women involved in any farming activities, either full or part time. Similar findings were recently reported by other researchers, who indicated that women worked only in the retailing business or fish processing. Each farm employed, on average, 2.3 full-time all male and 1.5 part-time personnel. This emphasizes the significant role that aquaculture plays in employment and job creation.

Sizing up TiLV and its potential impact on tilapia production

An international research effort has commenced to find a solution for Tilapia Lake Virus (TiLV), a contagion causing high rates of mortality in farmed and wild tilapia stocks in Israel, Colombia, Ecuador, Egypt and Thailand.
We found a positive relationship between unusual mortality events and years of farming experience. However, this factor was excluded since years of farming experience seemed to be confounded within governorate. For instance, in Minya, few farms reported unusual mortality events, although the few cases were because of limited farming experience. While not consistent in all analyses, we found an indication of larger pond sizes being associated with unusual mortality, as previously reported by another researcher who indicated that very large pond sizes make any assessments (feeding behavior and health observations) of the general fish population more strenuous during the initial stages of a disease outbreak. This is in addition to the burden of disinfection costs which increases with large pond sizes.

Co-cultivated species in polyculture systems represent potential risk factors as shown in our study. Mullet was the predominant co-cultivated species with tilapia, present in 100 percent of the farms that reported unusual mortality. This is mainly because mullet culture is heavily dependent on wild-caught seed that can act as asymptomatic carriers of pathogens that could be transmitted to tilapia and leading to serious diseases. None of the affected farms had considered sending mullet samples for laboratory health examination before introducing them with their tilapia stocks.

Our results showed that water source is the most prominent contributing factor leading to occurrence of unusual mortality. The scarcity of land and water resources dedicated for aquaculture is a problematic issue in Egypt since fish farm operations are only permitted on “sterile” land. In addition, country law allows only drainage water from agricultural activities to be used for aquaculture purposes. This has serious implications on water quality as contaminants get transferred to fish production systems. The quality of irrigation water quickly deteriorates with the extensive use of fertilizers and pesticides in agriculture, which in turn contaminate local surface and borehole water bodies as nitrates leach from fertilizers and bacteria from livestock feces and feed wastes. The exact water exchange rate was difficult to determine since it varies with incoming water quality, season and water temperature.

Most farmers stock their ponds once a year, but harvests happen at different times to match consumer demand for live fresh fish sold in markets and also to reduce fish losses in the absence of cold chain facilities. Our data show that stocking density varied from one area to another depending on water quality. No relation between average stocking density and occurrence of unusual mortality was found. However, it seems that not all-male sex reversal was effective, as huge numbers of newly hatched fry were observed during sampling, resulting in overpopulated ponds. On the other hand, farmers from the Minya governorate, who reported using borehole water, had the highest stocking density with the least cases of disease outbreaks. This indicates that occurrence of unusual mortality is influenced by multiple interlinked factors rather than a single etiology.

Fish feed contributes to about 75 to 85 percent of the production cost. Almost all farmers reported using commercial feed sourced from 15 different aquafeed producers. Because of the increase in the number of feed mills and their availability, farmers do not have to store feed stock for long periods of time. Pathogens can transmit to fish through poor quality feed, which could explain disease outbreaks following changes of feed sources, as reported by few farmers.

Very few farms reported strong biosecurity measures on arrival of new stock (fish disinfection and quarantine in isolated tanks before stocking), although they also have experienced unusual mortality. Avoiding equipment sharing between farms was found to be significantly associated with a lower probability of experiencing unusual mortality event. Pond drying following harvest was the most commonly used biosecurity practice by farmers between production cycles, either used alone or combined with other practices such as liming and/or net cleaning. Farmers in
Minya grew fish in water stored for crop irrigation, so pond drying was not implemented there.

Based on experience in previous production cycles, most farmers expressed their concerns on an ongoing “summer mortality syndrome” problem. Most cases usually start gradually during July and persist for more than a month. Basically, tilapia is the main affected species, however, mullet were also affected in rare cases after tilapia. Clinical signs of disease include mainly red patches on the skin, tail and fin erosion and exophthalmia in some cases. Most farmers attributed those mortalities to deteriorated water parameters in addition to increase water temperature during the summer months. Normally salinity is expected to increase during summer because of higher evaporation rate and subsequent reduction in oxygen solubility in water.

Most pathogens in the aquatic environment are opportunistic, causing disease in immune suppressed fish; therefore, deteriorated water can increase fish susceptibility to different pathogens. In our study, the highest average values recorded for water salinity and ammonia were associated with water coming from irrigation canals and surface water. All these factors – including excess feeding rates to achieve maximum weight gain to reach market size faster – are among the principal stressors that favor disease outbreaks. Reported actions practiced by farmers in response to unusual mortality events were either to stop feeding altogether or reduce the amount of given feed. However, these seem to give only temporary reduction in mortality levels, as mortality goes back up once feeding rate returns to normal.

Increasing water flow rate is also a common practice used by farmers when incoming water quality is good. Following unusual mortality events, few farmers consulted veterinarians and feed companies that offer technical support to promote their products. Many unlabeled products are sold to farmers over the counter, with no or limited documentation on their safety and efficacy.

Several methods for dead fish disposal have been reported by farmers. Depending on the number of dead fish, disposal includes burning, buried onsite, sold to companies or left unattended near the pond. The methods used by farmers to dispose of their dead fish are generally not appropriate. This emphasizes the importance of biosecurity training for farmers.
Even though vaccination can be a very effective control measure to prevent diseases, no commercial vaccines were available for use when our data were collected. Additional observations were made on the presence of predators, pets and large animals moving freely between farms, all representing potential health and biosecurity risks. Our results
indicate that biosecurity consists of several interlinked components that are working together. Applying one of them and ignoring the rest will not have the full benefit to prevent and reduce the occurrence of unusual mortality.

**Perspectives**

Results of our study indicate that several factors are likely contributing to occurrence of mortality in farmed tilapia in Egypt. Implementation of biosecurity measures and improving farming practices should help to reduce mortality incidence and severity in affected farms, along with additional, pertinent studies.

In addition, policy changes are needed to ensure priority is given to fish farms to use fresh water ahead of crop farming to reduce incidence of mortalities caused by suboptimal water quality.
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